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COVID-19 Social Distancing Guidelines – Please Stay Safe 
This document aims to offer guidance to venues and players in the Haverhill Pool League for league events during the 
easing period of the Government’s social lockdown period.  The intention is to offer a safe and secure environment 
for players and venue staff, and to mitigate infection threats that might be introduced during the normal playing of 
pool matches. 

General 
• Infection control is everybody’s responsibility, without exclusion.  The guidelines given here are over 

and above the nationally specified controls and those measures enforced by the venue managers, and 
intend to work in harmony with those instructions. 

• Spectators and teammates should exercise caution and restraint with a minimum 1m+ physical 
separation and 2m preferred where possible, except where in family groups. 

• Pool league events can by their nature become unruly or passionate as a result of alcohol, and teams 
are encouraged to look after each and offer respect at all times to opponents. 

• Players and match officials are encouraged to use hand sanitiser before and after each frame that they 
are involved in, as provided by the venue.  It may be prudent to carry personal pocket sanitisers. 

• The use of facemasks is encouraged at all times. 

Equipment 
• Players are encouraged to only touch the table as a necessity to play the game. 

• Chalk should be kept in the player’s pocket at all times and not left on the table side. 

• Balls should be disinfected before and after a match by the home team and this should not be left to 
the venue staff. 

• During a match with different referees, the balls could constitute an identified risk of contamination 
because they are handled by so many people during a match, so players are advised to bring 
lightweight or disposable gloves as additional control. 

• Stop watches are also regularly passed between people so their shared use is not recommended, and 
it is considered Ok to use your own mobile phone from your own pocket for timing. 

• Cues – in most cases players use their own cues.  Cues should be kept in their cases at all times when 
not being used and not left standing up by a wall or similar.  Where players share a cue, it should be 
wiped down with disinfectant cloths between uses.  Sharing cues should be discouraged as much as 
possible. 

Matches 
• Before and after frames, opponents should acknowledge each other but not by shaking hands.  A toe-

tap or elbow bump is Ok.  Not shaking hands should not be considered as an insult and is simply a sign 
of the times. 

• Players should be offered enough space around the table from spectators and match officials to play 
the game safely. 

• One player from the home team should be nominated or volunteer to set up all the racks and get the 
white ball from the tray for all matches.  They do not have to referee all frames.  We just need to 
minimise the cross-contact caused by multiple people handling the balls, so this will help a long way in 
this respect. 


